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**Resource Information**

**URL:**  [https://www.projectdatasphere.org/](https://www.projectdatasphere.org/)

**Proper Citation:** Project Data Sphere (RRID:SCR_003726)

**Description:** Initiative to advance oncology research by enabling collaborative sharing of historical oncology clinical trial data through a universal platform (database). The initiative aims to network all stakeholders in the cancer community researchers, industry, academia, advocacy, and other organizations to share insights and collaborate on issues that could not be solved individually. To do this, they have made efforts to address issues of data privacy, security, intellectual property, resources, and incentives as part of its effort to maximize participation. Data contributions include control arms of clinical trials, and the platform uses data-security precautions and analytics to pool multiple studies associated with the same diagnosis in a manner that seeks to protect the privacy of patients and the security of the data contributed.

**Abbreviations:** PDS

**Synonyms:** Project Data Sphere LLC, Project Data Sphere Initiative, Project DataSphere, DataSphere

**Resource Type:** database, consortium, data or information resource, portal, organization portal

**Defining Citation:** PMID:25876994

**Keywords:** drug, oncology, clinical trial, data sharing, consortium, phase iii

**Resource Name:** Project Data Sphere
Resource ID: SCR_003726

Alternate IDs: nlx_157911, DOI:10.34949, DOI:10.17616/R31NJMJB


Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for Project Data Sphere.

No alerts have been found for Project Data Sphere.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 30 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at RRID.


